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K100 Fuel Treatments  are  proprietary  formulations  of 
complex  engineered  organic  compounds  developed 
to eliminate water in fuels, remove gums and varnishes 
and stabilize fuel, add lubricity and corrosion protection 
and boost cetane/octane ratings. Its ALL- IN ONE unique 
Chemistry is all you will need to keep your engines 
running right

Prevents Phase Separation in Ethanol Blended Gasoline

Eliminates water and all water related problems

Stabilizes fuel for up to two years, and keeps it fresh

Increases Octane/Cetane ratings 1 1⁄2 to 2 points

Replaces lost lubricity in LSD, ULSD and K-1 winter blends

Cleans engines and fuel systems for better mileage, easier
starts, smoother idle, more power and better acceleration

Reduces black smoke, unburned hydrocarbons, CO 
and particulate emissions

Reduces maintenance costs and down time and extends 
engine life

What is K100 Fuel Treatment?

Are for ALL gasoline and diesel powered equipment 
and are formulated for use with all fuels including 

Fuels.

K100 Fuel Treatment

Gasoline Treatment
8 oz

Quarts

5 Gallons

Diesel Treatment
8 oz

Quarts

5 Gallons
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LUK-10001  Heavy Duty Oil Stabilizer Qt 

LUK-10130  Pure Synthetic Oil  Stabilizer Qt

LUK-10020  Fuel Injector Cleaner/cyl lube 5.25 Oz 

LUK-10003  Fuel Injector Cleaner/cyl lube Qt

LUK-10576  Ethanol Fuel Treatment 

LUK-10008  Power Steering Stop Leak  12 Oz   

LUK-10011  Power Steering Stop Leak Qt 

LUK-10009  Transmission Fix   24 Oz  

      

A pure petroleum multi-use oil supplement. Controls noise, heat and

heavy duty and high performance industries

Lucas Fuel Treatment is formulated for both gasoline and diesel engines, 

carbureted or fuel injected. It gives your fuel system what it really needs - a 

blend of super slick oils and additives with a high detergent action that 

lubricates the carburetor and injectors and causes the fuel to burn more 

thoroughly for increased power and less fuel consumption. Lucas Fuel 

causing harmful emissions. .

Lucas P/S Stop Leak is GUARANTEED to stop seal leaks in power steering 

in reducing slack, squeals and hard spots in worn rack and pinions. 

Lucas Transmission Fix is a non-solvent formula that stops slip, hesitation

and rough shifting in worn transmissions and completely eliminates most 

seal leaks. Use in any transmission for preventative maintenance. Use also 

in light duty manual transmissions to increase shifting ease and 

transmission life.
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